This map is for reference only. It is the user's responsibility to know the unit boundaries on the ground and to determine the identity of the land owner prior to use. Please refer to the legal descriptions of unit boundaries on reverse.

No warranty is made by the Nevada Department of Wildlife as to the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of the data for individual use or aggregate use with other data. This map is not a comprehensive depiction of all wildlife management regulations in the State of Nevada.

Chapter 504 of Nevada Administrative Code states:

It is the responsibility of a person who intends to hunt on any land located within a management area or unit to:

1. Determine the identity of the owner of the land before the person enters the management area or unit; and

2. Obtain from the owner or from the appropriate municipal, county, state, federal, or tribal authorities information concerning any restriction, closure, ordinance, or fee that applies to the management area or unit.